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Ian Cust SSAPS SSVAPS
1936 - 2016
Essendon Camera Club Life Member
It was in 1956 that Gary Lewis advertised in the Essendon Gazette, inviting anyone interested in
photography to attend a meeting to discuss setting up a Camera Club. Among the respondents
at that first meeting were Alex Murray, Gordon Adams, and Ian Cust. Together with Gary,
these formed the nucleus of the fledgling Essendon Camera Club. With Ian’s passing, the
last remaining link to the foundation of the club is now gone.
The club became a very large part of Ian’s life. He was involved in every aspect of its activities.
He was a Committee member from the first and served for 40 years, taking on the position
of Secretary, a role in which he continued for 36 years.
Ian was an avid participant in competition, both in B&W and colour prints and also in slides,
and was continually successful in both areas. Within a few years, he extended his activity to
National competitions, and later to Internationals, competing in over 200 of these competitions,
again with substantial acceptance success. This led to a further extension of activity into
the realm of competition judge. He was ever visiting other clubs around metropolitan and
country Victoria to share his wisdom, and his insights into all things photographic.
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Ian Cust SSAPS SSVAPS
1936 - 2016
For a time he served on the Victorian Amateur Photographic Society Executive and has been awarded the honours of SSAPS
(Special Service Australian Photographic Society) and SSVAPS (Special Service Victorian Amateur Photographic Society) for his
contribution in and to promote photography.
Ian was awarded Life Membership of the Essendon Camera Club in 1973.
He was, together with Alex Murray, Neil Ross and Mike Spillane, a founder of the annual
camera club coaching course. This was started with three aims in mind: To spread the
gospel of photography; to gain new members for the club; and to provide a source of funds
to keep the club viable. From the start it succeeded in all these aims, and continues to do
so right up to the present. It might be mentioned that the Essendon course was the first of its
kind to be run by any Victorian club, and within just a few years was copied by any number of
others. (But none did it as well). Ian only stepped down from the coaching staff after 35 years in
the early 2000’s.
What was the secret of Ian’s success in his hobby? The answer is simply dedication,
perseverance, and sheer hard work. It was routine, each Sunday morning, for a small
group, always with Ian involved, to meet up in one or two cars and head for the bush. Start
time was set for at least an hour before sunrise, so that the planned destination might be
reached in time to capture the best light. Frequently, the light did not eventuate at all, and
we returned home devoid of images to work on during the week. Nevertheless, come the
next Sunday, another trip would take place. Over the years, we must have travelled every
main road, back road and country lane within 300 kilometres of Melbourne.
Mike Spillane can well remember, on one of these ventures, Ian stopping the car near a
Ian & Margaret Melbourne Cup Alexandra
beautifully shaped, towering eucalyptus tree. The light was terrible, but he calculated that
if we waited patiently for an hour or so, and if the clouds continued to move as he hoped, the
sun would appear in due course, and a prize-winning photograph would result. And it did! The somewhat fruitless hour of waiting
was occupied in drinking tea, one of Ian’s great weaknesses. We can add patience to his list of virtues. I’ve watch members wait for
Ian to take his photo and then put their tripod down in exactly the same spot hoping to replicate Ian’s photograph.
In the early 1990’s we started to have a camping Melbourne Cup weekend, keeping within about 250km’s of Melbourne, they
became a great success and these continued till around 2012. Ian was often the photographic destination point leader because
of his knowledge of the many areas we visited, some of those places he often drove to for those early morning outings. This led,
in 1997, to Ian organizing a Flinders Ranges trip for a couple of weeks, a huge success for all involved, complete with those early
morning outings for sunrise and the usual stop for a cup of tea. This was so successful that Ian followed up in 1999 with a trip for
club members to the Red Centre and Alice Springs. Another huge success for all who were able to attend.
If Ian was going away on a camping trip there was always an invitation to join Margaret and him, he loved having the company of
fellow club members, and we loved to join them if possible.
He had the gift of generosity in full measure. His darkroom was open house to anyone that wanted to visit. (You younger people
can ask some of the oldies what a darkroom was). He had no secrets in the way he made his images. If he created a new technique, he would happily pass it on to anyone who asked. He was always available with advice.
Above all, Ian was dependable. If he said he would be somewhere, or do something, or meet someone, then you could be absolutely certain that it would happen exactly according to plan.
With the digital age arriving Ian stayed true to film until slides were dropped from club competition in 2010. Not owning a digital
camera meant that Ian could not compete in the digital competitions. On our Cup weekend to Bainsdale in 2011, a Nikon DSLR
appeared out of Ian’s camera bag, now came a new learning curve, as Ian had never owned or use a computer, so the digital
darkroom was a mystery. Slowly with the help of Jean-Claude and others, Ian’s Photoshop skills slowly start to gain momentum,
and Ian started to enter the club’s digital competitions.
This year, 2016, was Ian’s 60th year as a member of the Essendon C.C. and I’m glad to say that he got his VAPS 60 Year Badge last week.
Ian was the perfect club member, a mentor club members looked to for knowledge and advice, a great exponent in the skill of
photography and most of all, especially to some of us, a wonderful friend, one we all enjoyed being with. Following illness for the
last few months Ian passed away on the 18th August. We will miss Ian being around.

(Compiled by Mike Spillane & Kevin Phelan)

Let it Snow. . .
Mary Logar
Let it Snow. . .
						
Recently I had the privilege of participating in another Photographic tour with Tom and Mary from Inspire
Landscapes. Tom will be presenting to Essendon Camera Club in October 2016.
This trip was an inspiring Snow Photography workshop based around Dinner Plains and Mt. Hotham in the
Victorian High Country.
With all the appropriate weatherproof snow jackets, thermals, gloves, beanie and snow boots at hand, the
cool conditions were surprisingly very comfortable.
Conditions around Mt.Hotham in the early morning sunrise shoots were quite cool and windy, with the camera
lens frosting over quite quickly and constant reminders of “wipe your lens between every shot”.
The area around Dinner Plains provides access to a variety of close-by huts, easily accessible with JB Hut
being a short walk and a slightly longer walk, to Carmichael Falls.
A lovely dumping of snow overnight provided a beautiful covering of fresh white fluffy soft snow. This heavy
snow covered many snow gums, tree branches drooping to the ground with layers of crystalized ice.
Daytime sunny conditions casting many shadows and patterns around the stunning white landscape.
While there was plenty of photographic opportunities, there was also time for relaxation and building a snowman
and a Husky Ride around Dinner Plains.

Lone snow gum...
cont’d next page

Heavy Trunks

Hut

Scoops of snow

Report - Geelong - Essendon
Interclub
Nine Essendon C.C. members travelled to Geelong for our annual interclub competition with the Geelong Camera
Club. Paul Robinson, who we had for last months competition was the judge for this comp. Paul kept his comments
reasonably short and the scoring was fierce. For the new members the entries for each club are scrambled in each
section, and after the judge comments on each print or DPI the score for that entry out of 15 is read out. This usually
keeps everyone in suspense until the final scores are read out at the end. The score for the prints are added to the
score for the DPI’s and that determines the winner of the trophy. Certificate awards are given for each club highest
maker in the print section and the DPI section.
Congratulations to Essendon this time are in order as we won the competition by 1 point.

Essendon

Geelong

DPI’s 		246			247
Prints		263			261
Totals		509			508
Best Essendon DPI
Best Essendon Print

Adrian Whear “Oh What a Feeling”
Jan Hannasky “Patterns Man Made”

DPI Entries

Print Entries

Jane Clancy		
White Swan		
13
Martin Clancy		
Sakura			
14
Roger Frost		
Mountain Reflections
12
Adrian Whear		
Oh What a Feeling		
15
Carmen Caruana		
The Craft			
12
Aidan Carter		Splash			12
Drazen Basar		
The Rising		
14
Mark Busuttil		
Camella			
13
Levin Barrett		
Waiting in Shibuya		
13
Jane Clancy		
Beyond the Web		
13
Julie Powell		
Cairns Birdwing		
14
Paul Scicluna		Seville			13
Carmen Caruana		
Silver Hands		
14
Julie Powell		
Storm Pending		
13
Neil Anderton		
Brolga Hunting		
12
Levin Barrett		
Strath Creek Morning
13
Martin Clancy		
Sultry			
14
Pam Kreuger		
Happy Holi		
14
Alex van Harmelen		
Grand Lighting		
13
Graham Tunnicliffe		
Orange Flower		
12

Alex van Harmelen 6.45 AM				
Kevin Phelan		
Sun Burst		
Neil Anderton 		
Black-Shouldered Kite
Jane Clancy		
Dusted with Gold		
Steve Sheddick		
Street Kid’s Nightmare
Paul Scicluna		
St Kilda Pier		
Rose Meddings		
Sixpack			
Kevin Phelan		
Up the Hill		
Julie Powell		
Net Working		
Jane Clancy		
Three in the Mist		
Julie Powell		
Thirsty Hartebeest		
Jan Hannasky		
Patterns Man-Made
Ineke Struk		
My Brother		
Steve Sheddick		
British Admiral Dawn
Rose Meddings		
Definition			
Jan Hannasky		
Bombo Graveyard		
Martin Clancy		
In Blue and Green		
Neil Anderton		
Brolga Display		
Jean Hoffrichter		
Poppy Buds		
Al De Silva		
Zazu			

12
14
14
13
14
12
12
12
12
13
13
15
13
13
14
14
13
14
13
13

July Comp Results

August Comp Results

Competition Scoring

First : 6 Points
Second : 5 Points
Third : 4 Points
Fourth : 3 Points
HC: 2 Points
NWS*: 1 Point
*non winning submission

ECC Committee 2016-17
Exec Committee:

General Committee:

Carmen Caruana - President

Levin Barrett

Luke Peers - Vice President

Monica Bonnici

Alan Wilson - Secretary

Pam Kreuger

Kate Fletcher - Treasurer

Boris M Struk - Editor
Alex van Harmelen
Matt Wings

Ask the experts or how...?
Introducing FAQ or Frequently Asked Questions.
Why you ask? There is an eclectic range of experience and knowledge within every organisation
and ECC has its share who could value add their knowledge to the new-comers to the wonderful
world of photography.
As Editor of In Focus, I have sought input from Members to fill these pages with contributions.
Alas, my email inbox is rather devoid of these contributions, so I am taking a new tack to seek
expert answers to questions posed to the Editor.
Following are several starter questions for which answers are sought. So instead of being scared
off in writing a large article for In Focus, here’s your opportunity as a subject matter expert to
answer one or more of these questions. Send me your reply for inclusion in the next In Focus.
•
•
•
•

Picture formats – best for viewing websites on a computer as opposed to viewing on a mobile
			
device?
Maximum pixels - for different sized prints, DPI, web or other?
Colour calibration - of monitors for photo editing?
Photoshop Process – for scanning and retouching old, possibly damaged photos?

I look forward to receiving contributions in answer to these questions AND I also look forward to
receiving more questions.

Please send your contribution: Boris@Struk.com.au

Getting Judges and Presenters at your club
Every year when we put our syllabus together we turn to the
VAPS “Judges List” to engage judges and presenters for our
monthly meetings.
These people are members of the photographic community
that volunteer their time to come along to our meetings. In the
past there has been very little training for potential judges and
no continuing training at all for existing judges. A group has
been formed to try and rectify this.
The APJA (Judges Association) has put together a series of 1 day seminars to help current judges
and potential judges become better trained and be of greater help to clubs.
As current judges retire, one thing is for certain, if we don’t train up new judges, it will be increasingly difficult to engage judges and speakers. Also there will be little or no improvement in judging
standards if there is no ongoing training.
If you would like to attend the next round of Level 1 training the details are below.
There is no compulsion to become a judge.
It is an excellent opportunity to increase your “Image Evaluation” skills.
Level 1
Date:		
Venue:
		

(Beginners) training.
Sunday September 11
St. Peters Anglican Church Hall
Cnr. Ames Ave & Neerim Rd Murrumbeena.

Judging images
		
• Good / Bad judging		
With Sheryle Griffith
• Emotion in Images		
With Ian Rolfe
• Public Speaking			
With Rob Sloane
• Camera Craft			
With Emma Gillette
• Elements of an image, 		
With Ian Bock
• Prac exercises.			
With APJA members
• Q & A				With APJA members
BYO lunch

Morning and afternoon teas provided.

Cost: APJA members				$15
Persons on the current Judges List
$20
Club Members				$25
For more information or to register contact:
Gerry Gibson			gg@gerrygibson.com.au
Or Rob Sloane at 		
msec@optusnet.com.au
Or Paul Robinson at
pr.artpics@gmail.com

ECC Outing - Pam Kreuger
Sunday 18th September at TESSELAARS TULIP FARM Silvan.
This weekend is celebrating all things Dutch with activities, stalls, food etc around the Farm. We
will get group discount of $22.00. I hope that Club Members will be able to attend. I need to get
numbers and payments to book this day.
I will be sending out emails and information will be given out at the next Club Meeting.
Could I ask all of you on here though to spread the word as I know there are many Members who
are not on this Facebook Page. I myself have never been to the Farm and have been wanting to
go for a long time, so now is a great opportunity to share this experience with other Members.

PROPOSED OUTING - 16th, 23rd or 24th October
For Members who were asking about the Dingo
Puppies Farm there are times available in
October.
The cost is $30.00 per person in a group of 20
and the available dates are 16th, 23rd or 24th.
I am trying to get an idea of interest and
whether this outing is a viable one. - Send me
an email if you are interested: pkreuger@iprimus.com.au
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End of Year Competition Rules – Revised 25th August 2016

1 End of Year Competition
1.1

Club Aggregate Awards

All monthly competitions are scored in accordance with Para 5.1 of the ‘Essendon Camera Club
Competition Rules’ and scores are automatically compiled by the Competition Secretary, and
aggregates are used to award the following trophies.
Places Awarded:
Open Advanced Print Aggregate

1st

2nd

3rd

Open Intermediate Print Aggregate

1st

2nd

3rd

Set Subject Print Aggregate

1st

2nd

3rd

Novice Print Aggregate

1st

Open Advanced DPI Aggregate

1st

2nd

3rd

Open Intermediate DPI Aggregate

1st

2nd

3rd

Set Subject DPI Aggregate

1st

2nd

3rd

Novice DPI Aggregate

1st

1.2

End of Year Awards

1.2.1

Club Awards, Sponsored Awards and Donated Club Awards

Entries for “Print of the Year” and “DPI of the Year” competitions must have been entered in a monthly
competition during the year, and presented unaltered in any way from the original submission.
Entries for“ Harold McCorkill Memorial Trophy”, “Nature DPI of the Year”, “Nature Print of the Year”,
“Best Black and White Print” and Member-donated categories may be a new entry or previously
submitted entry.
Members shall submit ALL Award competition entries, DPI and PRINT, electronically by midnight of
the Sunday prior to the first club night in November. These competitions shall be judged by a panel of
three judges from another camera club prior to the Presentation Night in December.
Entries in the “Print of the Year” and “DPI of the Year” competitions are scored out of 15. The judging
panel scores the entries up or down so that an outright 1st place may be awarded. Remaining judged
competitions, only a first placing is awarded without need of scoring.
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1.2.1.1 Club Award – “Print of the Year”
Members may submit four (4) prints which have been entered in the monthly competitions during the
year. These must be entered in the same format as originally submitted. Only one (1) print section
(Advanced or Intermediate) may be entered. Novice members can enter the Intermediate category.
These must have been submitted in any of the following monthly competitions for the year:
•

Open Advanced Prints

•

Open Intermediate Prints

•

Set Subject Prints

•

Novice Prints

Places Awarded:
Print of the Year Advanced

1st

Print of the Year Intermediate

1st

1.2.1.2 Club Award – “DPI of the Year”
Members may submit four (4) DPI entries which have been entered in the monthly competitions
during the year. These must be entered in the same format as originally submitted. Only one (1) DPI
section (Advanced or Intermediate) may be entered. Novice members can enter the Intermediate
category.
These must have been submitted in any of the following monthly competitions for the year:
•

DPI Open Advanced

•

DPI Open Intermediate

•

DPI Set Subject

•

DPI Novice

Place Awarded:
DPI of the Year Advanced

1st

DPI of the Year Intermediate

1st
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1.2.1.3 Club Award – “Nature Print of the Year”:
Members may submit four (4) prints. Entries for this section may be a new entry or a previously
submitted entry.
Places Awarded:
Nature Print of the Year

1st

1.2.1.4 Club Award – “Nature DPI of the Year”
Members may submit four (4) DPI’s. Entries for this section may be a new entry or previously
submitted entry.
Place Awarded:
Nature DPI of the Year

1st

1.2.1.5 Sponsored Award – “Best Black & White Print”
Members may submit four (4) prints. Entries for this section may be a new entry or previously
submitted entry.
Place Awarded:
Strathmore Community Bank Branch / Bendigo Bank

1st

“Best Black & White Print”

1.2.1.6 Donated Club Award – “Harold McCorkill Memorial Trophy”
Members may submit one (1) entry of three (3) Prints or three (3) DPI’s to tell a story. These images
may be a new entry or previously submitted entry. Entries will be judged on both technical merit and
the story told by the series with emphasis on the story.

Print entries can be mounted on one mount board not exceeding 16” x 20” (508mm x 406mm). Or
three separate prints.
DPI entries can be presented as one digital image or three separate DPI’s.
Place Awarded:
Harold McCorkill Memorial Trophy

1st
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1.2.2

Sponsored Award Aggregate and Donated Awards

1.2.2.1 Sponsored Award – “Highest Aggregate in the Print of the Year”
This award is given to the member with the highest aggregate points scored for entries in the
Club Award - Print of the Year
Place Awarded:
Strathmore Community Bank Branch / Bendigo Bank

1st

“Highest Aggregate in the Print of the Year”

1.2.2.2 Sponsored Award – “Highest Aggregate in the DPI of the Year”
This award is given to the member with the highest aggregate points scored for entries in the
Club Award - DPI of the Year.
Place Awarded:
Strathmore Community Bank Branch / Bendigo Bank

1st

“Highest Aggregate in the DPI of the Year”

1.2.2.3 Donated Award – “Alex Murray Memorial Trophy”
To win this trophy it is necessary to enter 4 entries in both “Print of the Year” and “DPI of the
Year” as it relies on the highest combined aggregated of the 8 scores given by the judges.
This award is given to the highest combined aggregate points scored for a member’s four (4) prints
and four (4) DPI’s entered in
•

Club Award - Print of the Year and

•

Club Award - DPI of the Year

Trophy Awarded:
Alex Murray Memorial Trophy

1.2.3

1st

Member Donated Awards

Members may submit four (4) entries in each award which may be a new entry or previously
submitted entry.
These competitions are judged on the first club night in November, by the nominated members
donating the awards.
After the competitions are judged, a member may collect and submit their prints or DPIs in the
appropriate End of Year Competitions listed above for external judging.
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1.2.3.1 DPI
Awarded:
Kevin Phelan Award

Landscape

Alex vH Award

Set Object (Creative Image including a Set Object)

Brian Basham Award

Portrait of a Dog

1.2.3.2 Prints
Awarded:
Ian Cust Memorial Award

Seascape

Margaret Greenwood Award

Portrait of a Person(s)

Tom Kress Award

Thoroughfare (A trail, path, track, lane, road or
highway will be the defining part of the image)

1.2.4

President’s (or Past President) Award

This award is judged by the Club President as the best from all the monthly Set Subject Prints and Set
Subject DPI entries submitted during the monthly competitions throughout the year. These are taken
from the monthly competitions by the Competition Secretary and members do not need to re-submit
them.
Awarded:
President’s Best Set Subject Print or DPI of the Year

1.3

Format & Submission of Entries:

Print Entries:
All print entries should be marked with Member Number, Title, Competition and Level.
Prints should conform to the size formats outlined in Para 8.1 of the ‘Essendon Camera Club
Competition Rules’.
Print entries must have a DPI version submitted electronically using ‘Photo Contest Pro’ by midnight
of the Sunday prior to the first club night in November. Prints are then to be handed to the
Competition Secretary by 8:00pm on the first club night in November.
Digital Entries:
Entries should conform to the size and file formats outlined in Para 8.2 of the ‘Essendon Camera Club
Competition Rules’.
Submit your DPI entries electronically using ‘Photo Contest Pro’ by midnight of the Sunday prior to the
first club night in November.
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